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Advanced Methods in Cellular ImmunologyCRC Press, 2000

	Immunologists as well investigators in other disciplines may often use protocols involving the isolation, cultures and characterization of different types of leukocytes. Advanced Methods in Cellular Immunology is a collection of techniques in an easy-to-use format.


	Each chapter provides readers with related program information, a...
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Practical Business Analytics Using SAS: A Hands-on GuideApress, 2015

	Practical Business Analytics Using SAS: A Hands-on Guide shows SAS users and businesspeople how to analyze data effectively in real-life business scenarios.


	The book begins with an introduction to analytics, analytical tools, and SAS programming. The authors—both SAS, statistics, analytics, and big data...
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Getting Started with OpenShiftO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Intrigued by the possibilities of developing web applications in the cloud? With this concise book, you get a quick hands-on introduction to OpenShift, the open source Platform as a Service (PaaS) offering from Red Hat. You’ll learn the steps necessary to build, deploy, and host a complete real-world application on OpenShift,...
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Pathology of the Head and NeckSpringer, 2006

	This is the most up-to-date book yet published on pathology of the head and neck. Its contents have been divided into ten chapters, devoted to the spectrum of precursor and neoplastic lesions of the squamous epithelium; the nasal cavities and paranasal sinuses; oral cavity, maxillofacial skeleton and teeth; salivary glands, nasopharynx and...
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Technology Computer Aided Design: Simulation for VLSI MOSFETCRC Press, 2013

	Responding to recent developments and a growing VLSI circuit manufacturing market, Technology Computer Aided Design: Simulation for VLSI MOSFET examines advanced MOSFET processes and devices through TCAD numerical simulations. The book provides a balanced summary of TCAD and MOSFET basic concepts, equations, physics, and new...
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Handbook of Systems and Complexity in HealthSpringer, 2013

	This book is an introduction to health care as a complex adaptive system, a system that feeds back on itself. The first section introduces systems and complexity theory from a science, historical, epistemological, and technical perspective, describing the principles and mathematics. Subsequent sections build on the health applications of...
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Early Days of X-ray Crystallography (International Union of Crystallography)Oxford University Press, 2013

	The year 2012 marked the centenary of one of the most significant discoveries of the early twentieth century, the discovery of X-ray diffraction (March 1912, by Laue, Friedrich and Knipping) and of Bragg's law (November 1912). The discovery of X-ray diffraction confirmed the wave nature of X-rays and the space-lattice hypothesis. It had...
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Advanced Technical Analysis of ETFs: Strategies and Market Psychology for Serious TradersBloomberg Press, 2012

	A comprehensive book filled with technical analysis tools and strategies for the advanced ETF trader


	Advanced Technical Analysis of ETFs is an important resource for sophisticated ETF traders that contains a wealth of expanded strategies for technical trade setups and includes the author's best real trade examples...
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Molecular Basis of Thyroid Cancer (Cancer Treatment and Research)Springer, 2005

	Thyroid cancer is the fastest growing cancer in the U.S., especially among women.

	Given the relative success we have had in its treatment, there is a need to capitalize

	on it by better understanding the factors that underpin this malignancy, and exploring

	better strategies for diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up. To do so, we must...
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Introduction to RF Design Using EM Simulators (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2011

	Richly illustrated and written in an easy-to-comprehend style, this highly accessible resource provides novice engineers and engineering students with a solid introduction to the use of electromagnetics (EM) simulation in RF design. Engineers learn how to use EM software to design microwave circuits and to conduct signal integrity analysis of...
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Network-aware Source Coding and CommunicationCambridge University Press, 2011

	An introduction to the theory and techniques for achieving high quality network communication with the best possible bandwidth economy, this book focuses on network information flow with fidelity. Covering both lossless and lossy source reconstruction, it is illustrated throughout with real-world applications, including sensor networks and...
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Pro AngularApress, 2017

	
		
			Angular 4.0 updates for this book are now available. Follow the Download source code link for this book on the Apress website.

		
			Get the most from Angular 2, the leading framework for building dynamic JavaScript applications. Best-selling author Adam Freeman begins by describing the MVC...
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